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ABSTRACT

The thermohydraulic analysis of plant response on total loss of AC power is very demanding and
challenging job due to a number of phenomena included. Such an analysis became even more
complicated and interesting if we include also the assumption of total loss of secondary heat
sink. If we want to prevent escalation of Us type of accident into severe accident, then the AC
power should be restored before the core is uncovered or before the core is damaged. Core
damage occurs if the core exit thermocouples indicate temperature above 923K for more than 30
minutes.

In this situation the timing to perforTn mitigating actions is essential. Operators should restore
AC power or at least secondary heat sink as soon as possible. There are some operator's actions
that have very important influence on the available time. Available time is considered to be the
time before the core is damaged - partially or completely melted or the time before the RCS fails
due to core melting (creep failure of reactor vessel or primary piping).

In this paper we are going to present the plant specific analysis of complete loss of AC power
with subsequent total loss of secondary heat sink and influence of key operator actions on the
available time to recover AC power before the core damage occurs. The analyses will be
perforined with three different state of the art codes used at NPP Kr9ko and IJS: RELAP5/mod2,
MAAP4 and ANTHEM. The last two codes are used in the plant specific full scope simulator,
one for the simulation of the design bases transients and accidents and second for simulation of
the severe accidents. This type of analyses has been done also for the simulator validation,
performed during acceptance testing.
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